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Abstract— The depth maps intra-frame prediction of
3D High Efficiency Video Coding (3D-HEVC) inherits all
texture encoding techniques provided by HEVC and provides
new coding tools for depth map predictions. These tools
comprise algorithms, such as bipartition modes, intra-picture
skip, and DC-only. This paper details these tools and shows how
they work together with the original HEVC algorithms in the
depth map intra-frame prediction for allowing high-efficiency
encoding. Besides, this paper analyzes the encoding time and
the encoding mode distribution of the intra-frame prediction
tools over different quantization scenarios. We aim to provide
support for upcoming works on depth map encoding, including
complexity reduction and control, real-time embedded systems
implementations, and even the development of improved tools
to encode depth maps.

Index Terms— 3D-HEVC, intra-frame prediction, depth maps,
3D video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

THREE-DIMENSIONAL (3D) videos allow the viewers to
enjoy an experience beyond (two-dimensional) 2D videos

through a depth perception of the scene. With the rising of
the 3D device market by having applications such as 3D
television [1] and free-viewpoint television [2] and with the
increase of video resolution, there is an even higher demand
for algorithms and standards, which provides quality and very
high compression efficiency. In a high-resolution 2D video
scenario, it is already a challenging process to deliver a video
within a required bandwidth without a significant increase in
the encoding time and energy consumption [3]. This problem
is even worse for 3D videos because their production requires
more than one camera [4]. The Joint Collaborative Team
on 3D Video Coding Extension Development (JCT-3V) [5]
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Fig. 1. Kendo video sequence frame with (a) texture view and (b) its
associated depth map [11].

developed the 3D High Efficiency Video Coding (3D-HEVC)
standard [6] to solve the compression rate problem.

3D-HEVC adopts the Multiview Video plus Depth (MVD)
representation [7] that associates a depth map to each texture
frame. The depth maps are collocated with the texture image
and represent the geometric distance among the objects and
camera from the same viewpoint of the texture [8]. The MVD
format allows the decoder to generate a dense set of virtual
views located among transmitted views instead of requiring
the transmission of this dense set of texture views [9].

View synthesis techniques such as Depth Image Based
Rendering (DIBR) [10] interpolates texture frames based on
depth maps. In general, view synthesis techniques are highly
complex and time-consuming, which can be accelerated with
the video cameras alignment. Therefore, 3D-HEVC has been
designed specially to encode this set of aligned views.

Fig. 1 exemplifies a texture frame, and its associated
depth map, extracted from Kendo video sequence [11].
One can notice the depth maps are characterized by
containing large regions with similar values (presented in the
background or object bodies) and sharp edges (presented in
the object borders) [12], [13]. The depth map coding tools
consider these characteristics to reach a high compression rate
with a minimum distortion on the depth maps. The quality of
the encoded depth maps is crucial to allow generating high
quality synthesized views [14], which is a big challenge in
a scenario, where higher resolution videos are required, and
higher compression rates are desired.

Although depth maps are not displayed for the users,
the quality of the encoded depth maps influences the video
quality indirectly since most of the views displayed for the
viewers are synthesized [15], [16]. The use of low-quality
depth maps to generate virtual views produces distortions
mainly around the places where there is a high depth variation
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on the views. Therefore, it is vital to encode the depth maps
without smoothing the edges to avoid errors in the video
synthesis [17]. Focusing on solving this problem, the JCT-3V
experts included new coding tools for intra-frame prediction
to preserve depth maps edges as efficiently as possible in the
3D-HEVC encoder, without affecting virtual views quality and
obtaining a high compression rate. These tools include biparti-
tion modes [18], intra-picture skip mode (also known as Depth
Intra Skip - DIS) [19] and DC-only coding (also known as
Segment-wise DC Coding - SDC) [20]. The bipartition modes
are composed of Intra_Wedge and Intra_Contour, which are
also known as Depth Modeling Mode 1 (DMM-1) and Depth
Modeling Mode 4 (DMM-4), respectively.

The insertion of these tools raised the encoder complexity,
boosting several works that propose to minimize this
complexity. These works include simplifying HEVC intra
prediction [21], speeding up the TQ and/or DC-only
flows [22], [23], filtering the Intra_Wedge wedgelet list
evaluation [21], [25], skipping the entire bipartition modes
evaluation for homogeneous blocks [25]–[27], and avoiding
the quadtree expansion [23], [28]. Besides, some works focus
on real-time coding by designing specific hardware for these
new encoding tools [29]–[31]. However, there is still a room
for researches on efficient timesaving algorithms and hardware
design exploration for depth map intra-frame prediction.

This paper presents a survey of 3D-HEVC depth map intra-
frame prediction. It includes (i) a detailed description of depth
map coding tools, (ii) an encoding time distribution analysis
of these tools, and (iii) the block sizes and encoding mode
distribution in the intra-frame prediction of depth maps. All
evaluations were done considering the encoder implementation
in the 3D-HEVC Test Model (3D-HTM) 16.0 [32]. The
3D-HTM timing analyses were done intending to show the
relative increase in the computational effort required by
the new tools for depth map coding. Correlating the encoding
modes usage with the required computational effort allows
supporting upcoming implementations and evaluating the
relevance of each investigated tool better.

Several works focus on presenting the encoding tools of
HEVC such as shown in [33], and the inter-frame and intra-
frame predictions described in [34] and [35], respectively.
Other works present overviews of 3D-HEVC such as [6], [36],
and [37], displaying the 3D-HEVC and MultiView HEVC
(MV-HEVC) standards. Besides, the work on [38] includes all
standardized extensions of HEVC. The works [39] and [40]
analyze the 3D-HEVC encoding time distribution focusing on
the entire system and intra-frame prediction, respectively.

This paper extends [40] showing higher details of the
3D-HEVC depth map intra-frame prediction, through the
inclusion of an encoding time distribution analysis, and insert-
ing a mode distribution analysis. Besides, a depth analysis of
the encoding time distribution and encoding modes distribu-
tion, together with the summarized explanation of intra-frame
prediction tools for depth map coding, are the main contribu-
tions of this work regarding [6], [36], [37], [39] and [40].

Although depth map technology emerged with 3D-HEVC
to fulfill 3D characteristics, this technology still will be
used in future video coding standards and image processing

applications such as Point Cloud [41] and light field
coding [42]. Furthermore, designers can use the concepts
and analysis discussed in this paper to plan new tools for
complexity reduction, complexity control or even for encoding
depth maps. As a practical example, JPEG-PLENO [43],
which is still under standardization, has some proposals for
using depth maps.

The remainder of this paper is divided as follows. Section II
presents the depth map intra-frame prediction structure.
Section III shows the new prediction modes applied in intra-
frame prediction for depth map coding. Section IV presents the
remaining encoding steps of depth map intra-frame prediction.
Section V analyzes the depth map intra-frame prediction mode
and the encoding time distribution of each encoding tool for
intra-frame prediction, concerning all available block sizes.
Finally, Section VI renders the main conclusions of this paper.

II. 3D-HEVC DEPTH MAP INTRA-FRAME PREDICTION

The encoding structure of the 3D-HEVC depth maps
follows the same quadtree principle of the HEVC texture
coding [44]–[46]; i.e., the current frame should be divided
into Coding Tree Units (CTUs) to be encoded, and the CTU
sizes are 16 × 16, 32 × 32 and 64 × 64 pixels, where the
64 × 64 size is the most used. Next, CTU can be recursively
split into four quadratic Coding Units (CUs) with sizes ranging
from the CTU size to 8 × 8 pixels.

A CU can be further partitioned into Prediction Units (PUs),
which assume the CU size or smaller quadratic, rectangular
or asymmetric blocks, being capable of reaching a minimum
size of 4 × 4 samples [47]. The number of available PU sizes
depends on the used prediction type and CU size. There are
four types of predictions used by 3D-HEVC: intra-frame, inter-
frame, inter-component and inter-view [48]. The intra-frame
prediction considers only previously processed samples of the
current frame in the current prediction. The inter-frame predic-
tion considers the information of previously processed frames
in the prediction process [49]. The inter-component prediction
uses the texture information to forecast the depth maps, and
vice-versa [50]. Finally, the inter-view prediction considers
the information of neighbor views in a MultiView scenario
to make the prediction [51]. Therefore, the combination of
these predictions can explore several redundancies present in
a 3D video scenario.

Each block size can be encoded using several coding tools
regarding the encoding block type (texture or depth map)
and prediction type. The selected block size and coding
tool are defined assessing the Rate-Distortion cost (RD-cost),
which is a function that ponders the image quality and the
number of bits need to encode the block with a given encoder
configuration.

Fig. 2 illustrates the dataflow model of depth map intra-
frame prediction for a given depth block, which is used in the
3D-HTM reference software [32]. The encoding configurations
are evaluated according to its RD-cost, and the configuration
with the lowest RD-cost is selected to encode the block.

3D-HEVC uses the same tool defined for texture
intra-frame prediction in HEVC [35]. Both modes,
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Fig. 2. Dataflow for intra-frame prediction of 3D-HEVC depth maps [40].

Intra_Wedge and Intra_Contour [18] segment the encoding
block into two regions, and each region is predicted with a
constant containing the average of all values of the region.
Intra_Wedge divides the encoding block using a straight
line called wedgelet, while Intra_Contour creates a contour
segmentation dynamically. The intra-picture skip defines four
extra prediction modes for having high bitrate decrease in
homogeneous regions [19].

The 3D-HEVC intra-frame prediction and the bipartition
modes use a Rate-Distortion list (RD-list) to define some
prediction modes that are further evaluated by their RD-cost,
since evaluating all encoding possibilities by their RD-cost
implies a prohibitive computation effort.

After processing the prediction tools, all modes inserted
into the RD-list are evaluated using the Transforms followed
by Quantization (TQ) and DC-only flows. Subsequently,
the RD-costs are obtained using entropy coding in the results
of TQ and DC-only flows. The TQ flow is the same applied
in the HEVC texture coding, and the DC-only flow [20] has
been designed as a new encoding alternative to the TQ flow,
focused on obtaining higher efficiency in the depth maps
of homogeneous regions. Additionally, the entropy encoder
evaluates the intra-picture skip modes to obtain the RD-cost
without using the RD-list.

The depth map intra-frame prediction tools are detailed
in Section III, including the HEVC intra-prediction
(Section III-A), bipartition modes (Section III-B) and
intra-picture skip (Section III-C). The remaining encoding
tools are described in Section IV, including TQ (Section IV-A),
DC-only (Section IV-B) and entropy coding (Section IV-C).

III. PREDICTION TOOLS

This section presents the depth map intra-frame prediction
tools, including Intra_Wedge, Intra_Contour, and intra-picture
skip, as well as the conventional HEVC intra-prediction.

A. HEVC Intra-Frame Prediction

The 3D-HEVC depth map intra-frame prediction uses
the same algorithm defined in HEVC for texture coding.

Fig. 3. HEVC intra-frame prediction modes [35].

It defines the planar mode, the Direct Component (DC)
mode, and 33 directional modes (i.e., 35 prediction modes),
whose directions are presented in Fig. 3 [35]. These modes
use samples of neighboring blocks as references for creating
a predicted block. The intra-frame prediction tools apply a
specific number of directions according to the available block
sizes; i.e., (i) 18 directions for 4 × 4 blocks; (ii) 35 directions
for 8 × 8, 16 × 16 and 32 × 32 blocks; and (iii) 4 directions
for 64 × 64 blocks.

The exhaustive encoding approach, which evaluates the
RD-cost of all available prediction modes, is prohibitive for
real-time applications. Thus, 3D-HEVC Test Model software
(3D-HTM) employs the heuristic proposed by Zhao et al. [52]
to encode texture and depth maps, generating an RD-list with
few modes among all available ones, and the RD-cost is
computed only for these selected modes.

The heuristic proposed by Zhao et al. [52] uses Rough
Mode Decision (RMD) and Most Probable Modes (MPM)
algorithms. RMD uses Sum of Absolute Transformed
Differences (SATD) between the original block and the
predicted one to evaluate early the intra modes (without
the complete RD-cost evaluation). The algorithm orders the
modes according to their SATDs and inserts the modes with
the lowest SATDs ordered into the RD-list (8 modes for
4 × 4 and 8 × 8 blocks, and 3 modes for 16 × 16, 32 × 32,
and 64 × 64 blocks). Subsequently, the MPM algorithm gets
the used modes in the encoded neighbor blocks (the left and
above neighbors) and inserts them into the RD-list.

B. Bipartition Modes

The bipartition modes are a novelty of the 3D-HEVC depth
map intra-frame prediction. They include the Intra_Wedge and
Intra_Contour modes, which produce wedgelet (Fig. 4) and
contour segmentations (Fig. 5) for block sizes from 4 × 4 to
32 × 32. These modes are not available for 64 × 64 blocks.

Fig. 4(a) shows the wedgelet segmentation pattern divides
the block with a straight line and Fig. 4(b) illustrates a
discretization performed to identify the region to which the
samples near the straight line belong which are not entirely
within a single region.
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Fig. 4. Wedgelet segmentation model of a depth block: (a) pattern with
Regions 0 and 1 and (b) discretization with constant values [30].

Fig. 5. Contour segmentation model of a depth block: (a) pattern with
Region 0 and Region 1 and (b) discretization with constant values [30].

TABLE I

NUMBER OF EVALUATED WEDGELETS IN INTRA_WEDGE

While Intra_Wedge mode assumes only pre-defined
patterns, Intra_Contour mode employs a contour segmentation
for modeling arbitrary patterns consisting of one or more
parts (but only two regions with constant values are allowed).
Fig. 5(a) exemplifies the contour segmenting of a block into
two regions, and Fig. 5(b) presents the contour discretization
with the constant value of each region. Details of the
Intra_Wedge and Intra_Contour modes algorithms are
presented next.

1) Intra_Wedge Mode: The Intra_Wedge mode defines the
evaluation of several wedgelets for each depth map block;
however, only a subset of the complete wedgelet set should be
evaluated to reduce the Intra_Wedge encoding time. Table I
displays the number of possible wedgelets in a depth map
block according to the size of this block.

Fig. 6 presents a high-level diagram of the Intra_Wedge
algorithm, which is composed of three stages: (i) Main Stage,
(ii) Refinement Stage, and (iii) Residue Stage.

The Main Stage evaluates the initial wedgelet set
(i.e., wedgelets assessed before the refinement) and finds the
best wedgelet partition among the available ones. The process
of finding the best wedgelet requires mapping the encod-
ing block into the binary pattern defined by each wedgelet.
According to this mapping, the average values of all samples

Fig. 6. Main modules of the Intra_Wedge encoding algorithm [53].

mapped into regions 0 and 1 are computed, and the predicted
block is defined as the average value of each region (Prediction
step). Next, for each wedgelet pattern, a similarity criterion is
applied to determine the encoding efficiency of this pattern
in comparison to the other wedgelet patterns; this procedure
generates a local distortion value. All local distortions are
compared, and the pattern with the lowest distortion is selected
as the best wedgelet (Distortion step). There are many possi-
bilities for similarity criterion usage, such as Sum of Absolute
Differences (SAD), Sum of Squared Differences (SSD), and
Synthesized View Distortion Change (SVDC) [54]. Each
similarity criterion should be capable of obtaining different
impact and encoding time profiling. 3D-HTM 16.0 employs
the SVDC algorithm as default; it compares the synthesized
view generated using the evaluated pattern to the one made
with the original depth samples to evaluate the encoding
distortion.

The Refinement Stage evaluates up to eight wedgelets
around of the selected one (i.e., with a similar pattern) in
the previous operation. Again, the wedgelet with the lowest
distortion among these eight possibilities, along with the
wedgelet selected in the Main Stage, is selected as the best one.

Finally, the Residue Stage subtracts the predicted block from
the original one and adds this Intra_Wedge prediction into the
RD-list.

2) Intra_Contour Mode: The Intra_Contour mode uses the
inter-component prediction technique to find the best contour
partition. This prediction applies the previously encoded infor-
mation from texture during the prediction of depth maps [36].

A motivation for the Intra_Contour design is the depth maps
represent the same viewpoint of the associated texture view,
which was previously encoded. Depth maps and texture con-
tain different characteristics; however, both exhibit structural
similarities that can be explored. For instance, an edge in the
depth component usually corresponds to an edge in the texture
component; thus, there is significant redundant information
between both. Fig. 7 highlights this redundancy showing the
high structural similarity and correlation of both blocks.

Fig. 8 presents the Intra_Contour encoding flow. The only
information known at the beginning of the Intra_Contour
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Fig. 7. Correlation between (a) texture and (b) depth components [55].

Fig. 8. Intra_Contour encoding flow.

Fig. 9. Pseudo-code of part of the Intra_Contour mode representing the
mapping of samples into Region 0 and Region 1.

execution is the texture and depth blocks. Besides, only
the reconstructed luminance signal (previously encoded)
composes the texture block used as a reference in the
Intra_Contour.

Three stages compose the Intra_Contour encoding algo-
rithm: Texture Average Stage, Prediction Stage, and Residue
Stage.

The Texture Average Stage starts computing the average
value (u) of the corners samples in the texture block.
Fig. 9 shows a pseudo-code for creating a binary map that
determines the Intra_Contour partition, where N is the block
width. The pseudo-code generates a binary map without the
use of depth information by mapping into Regions 0 or 1
all texture samples smaller or greater than u, respectively.
Since the texture block is decoded before the depth block,
the Intra_Contour partition does not need to be transmitted,
being generated adaptively at the decoder side, without bitrate
increase.

The Prediction Stage processes the depth map using the
binary map determined in the previous stage and calculates
the average values of all depth block samples mapped into
Regions 0 and 1. These values are selected as the predicted
block, according to the binary map value.

Finally, the Residue Stage of Intra_Contour subtracts the
predicted block from the original depth block, generating the
residues and inserting this mode into the RD-list.

Fig. 10. The four intra-picture skip encoding modes for an 8 × 8 encoding
block. (a) Mode 0 - the above samples are copied vertically to the predicted
block. (b) Mode 1 – the left samples are copied horizontally to the pre-
dicted block. (c) Mode 2 - the middle-upper sample is copied to the entire
predicted block. (d) Mode 3 - the middle-left sample is copied to the entire
predicted block.

C. Intra-Picture Skip

The intra-picture skip is another novelty of the 3D-HEVC
depth map intra-frame prediction, which was developed con-
sidering most of the depth maps are smooth areas for block
sizes ranging from 8 × 8 to 64 × 64. In general, slight changes
of depth values in flat areas are not relevant to synthesized
views quality [19]. Thus, intra-picture skip avoids the residual
coding for the smooth areas providing a significant bitrate
reduction.

The intra-picture skip includes four additional prediction
modes [19]: (i) Mode 0 (vertical intra-frame), which copies
all neighbor upper samples to the current encoding block;
(ii) Mode 1 (horizontal intra-frame), which copies all neighbor
left samples to the entire current encoding block; (iii) Mode 2
(single vertical depth), which copies only the middle upper
neighbor sample to the entire current encoding block and;
(iv) Mode 3 (single horizontal depth), which copies only the
middle left neighbor sample to the entire current encoding
block.

Fig. 10(a) to (d) exemplify the intra-picture skip modes
0, 1, 2 and 3, respectively, regarding an 8 × 8 encoding
block. Only the N above and N left neighbor samples
are used in the prediction (considering N2 the number of
samples of the square encoding block). The HEVC vertical
(Fig. 3, direction 26) and horizontal (Fig. 3, direction 10)
intra directions are used to generate the first two modes
(i.e., Modes 0 and 1). The vertical and horizontal intra single
depth modes (i.e., Modes 2 and 3) fill the predicted block
with a single depth value derived from the upper and left
neighbor blocks, respectively. In this case, it is not necessary
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to transmit the encoding block nor extra information. Only
side information is required to be entropy coded and packed
in the bitstream, providing significant bitrate reduction.
Hence, its RD-cost computation is mainly composed of its
distortion computation.

IV. TQ, DC-ONLY AND ENTROPY CODING

After the execution of the prediction steps, the depth
maps encoding is finalized by applying three additional tools:
Transform-Quantization (TQ), DC-only, and entropy coding.
The modes inside the RD-list, generated by standard HEVC
intra-frame prediction and by the bipartition modes, are
processed by TQ or DC-only together with entropy coding.
Since the residues are not necessary to evaluate the intra-
picture skip modes, its results are processed directly by entropy
coding. Next subsections describe these tools.

A. Transform-Quantization (TQ)

The TQ flow of the 3D-HEVC depth maps uses the same
process applied in the HEVC texture coding; it divides the
CU in a quadtree of Transform Unities (TUs) [56], which
allows TQ varying from 4 × 4 to 32 × 32 samples. Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) and a quantization module process
the residual information of the predicted block under eval-
uation attenuating or removing the less relevant frequencies
to the human vision [57]; thus, generating quality losses in
the coding process. A Quantization Parameter (QP) defines
the quantization granularity; i.e., the larger the QP value, the
higher the compression rate and image degradation [57].

B. DC-Only

DC-only is another innovation of the 3D-HEVC intra-frame
prediction used for block sizes ranging from 8 × 8 to 64 × 64.
It is an alternative method to the transform-based coding for
getting further bitrate gains in smooth regions [20]. Instead of
using the residual data of depth luminance samples, DC-only
considers a single DC residue to codify the HEVC intra-frame
prediction modes and two DC residues to codify the bipartition
modes.

The DC residue is computed by subtracting the original
DC (dco) from a predicted DC (dcp). The dco value is
calculated using the average value of the original block for
HEVC intra-frame prediction and the average value of each
region for the case of bipartition modes. The dcp value is
generated using the average value of the four corners samples
of the predicted block for intra-frame prediction, whereas dcp
uses the predicted Constant Partition Value (CPV) obtained by
applying the procedure defined in [58] for bipartition modes.

C. Entropy Coding

The entropy coding employs the same tools defined in the
HEVC encoding process. The main tool used is the Context
Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) [59], which
can provide a significant bitstream reduction by performing
lossless entropy compression in the series of syntax elements

delivered by the previous tools. Thus, all information gener-
ated by the previous encoding tools (TQ, DC-only, and intra-
picture skip) are processed by the entropy coding. The entropy
coding results allow calculating the RD-cost of all possible
modes, enabling to choose the one used to encode the current
image block. The entropy code of the selected mode (together
with side information) is inserted into the bitstream.

V. DEPTH MAP INTRA-FRAME PREDICTION ANALYSIS

Subsection V-A presents the encoding time distribution, and
Subsection V-B shows the encoding modes and blocks size
usage in the depth map coding. All the analysis about the
depth map intra-frame prediction follows the latest Common
Test Conditions (CTC) for 3D videos experiments described
in [60].

The CTC experiments for 3D videos have been developed
to be a benchmark to evaluate coding tools. The videos need to
be encoded inside CTC contain several specific characteristics.
However, CTC is being regularly enhanced with the insertion
of new videos and/or different coding settings; therefore,
CTC is related to a specific time-period. The latest CTC
requires the encoding of eight pre-defined 3D videos with
distinct characteristics in four quantization scenarios. Three
videos inside CTC have 1024 × 768 resolution (Balloons [11],
Kendo [11] and, Newspaper [61]) and the other five have
1920 × 1088 resolution (GT_Fly [62], PoznanHall2 [63],
PoznanStreet [63], UndoDancer [64] and, Shark [65]).
The quantization scenarios are divided into four pairs of
quantization parameters (QP-pair - QP-texture/QP-depth),
where their values are (25/34), (30/39), (35/42), and (40/45).
As explained before, the higher is the QP-pair, the higher
is the reached compression rate and the image quality
degradation. QP-texture is the part of QP-pair used in the
texture coding, while QP-depth is the part of QP-pair relative
to the QP value used to encode the depth maps.

The experiments presented in this paper consider all
videos and QP-pairs defined by the CTC in [60] and, using
the all intra-frame configuration. The version 16.0 of the
3D-HTM [32] was used to generate the evaluation results.
The algorithms employed in these evaluations already
include bipartition modes and DC-only timesaving techniques
introduced by the works [24] and [26], respectively, since
3D-HTM 16.0 integrated them by default.

A. Encoding Time Distribution

All experiments described in this paper were conducted in a
server encompassing two Xeon E5-2660 processors (10 cores
and 20 threads) with 96 GB of main memory.

Table II presents the results of the first experiment con-
sidering the percentage of the encoding time distribution for
each component per video and per QP-pair. The average time
for encoding one texture frame and its associated depth map is
also presented in Table II. The encoding time varies according
to the video characteristics; however, on average, the encoding
time decreases when the QP increases.

The encoding time spent during texture coding ranges
from 11.0% to 18.2%, which is much lower than depth map
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TABLE II

ENCODING TIME EVALUATION FOR TEXTURE AND DEPTH CODING IN THE 3D-HEVC ALL INTRA CASE

Fig. 11. Encoding time distribution according to the block size and QP-depth.

encoding time. It occurs in all intra-frame scenarios because
texture coding only applies traditional HEVC intra-frame
prediction following the TQ flow, while depth coding still uses
Intra_Wedge, Intra_Contour, intra-picture skip, and DC-Only
evaluations. On average, depth map coding is 5.8 times more
complex than the texture coding in the all intra-frame scenario.

Two other encoding time evaluations complement this
experiment. The first one describes the percentage of encoding
time used per block size and the second experiment describes
the encoding time behavior inside a given block size.

Fig. 11 illustrates the distribution evaluation of the block
size encoding time according to the used QP-depth. The
encoding time axis represents the percentage of time required
for depth map encoding for a given scenario.

The QP-depth variation produces little different encoding
time distribution because QP-based timesaving algorithms
[26] and [24] are being applied. However, it is expected the
use of different block sizes varies according to the QP-depth,
as discussed in Subsection V-B. Thus, this fact can bring
several benefits when designing a complexity reduction
solution. Besides, it is vital to identify the time spent on the
encoding tools. For instance, some modes share encoding
steps (e.g., the RMD and MPM selection in HEVC intra-
frame prediction are used for both TQ and DC-only flows);
therefore, the next analysis regards the encoding steps instead

Fig. 12. Encoding time distribution according to the block size -
(a) QP-depth = 34 and (b) QP-depth = 45.

of the encoding tools. The following steps were considered for
this encoding time distribution evaluation: (i) RMD and MPM
selection; (ii) Intra_Wedge wedgelet search; (iii) Intra_Contour
pattern generation; (iv) RD-list evaluation in the TQ flow;
(v) RD-list assessment in the DC-only flow; and (vi) intra-
picture skip evaluation. Steps (iv) to (vi) also consider the
time spent in entropy coding to generate the RD-cost.

Fig. 12 shows the encoding time distribution among the
intra-frame prediction steps for each block size, regarding
the corners QP-depth values, which complements the previous
experiment.

Firstly, one can notice the 4 × 4 blocks do not present intra-
picture skip and DC-only evaluations because these modes are
applied only in the block sizes ranging from 8 × 8 to 64 × 64.
Besides, Intra_Wedge and Intra_Contour are not present
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in 64 × 64 blocks because bipartition modes are only applied
in the block sizes ranging from 4 × 4 to 32 × 32.

Regarding 4 × 4 blocks, where intra-picture skip and
DC-only evaluations are not available, the RD-list evaluation
in the TQ flow is the most time-demanding operation for
both evaluated QP-depths. Intra_Wedge presented the second
highest percentage of encoding time. The RMD and MPM
selection and Intra_Contour pattern generation also use a
significant amount of time to be processed, when compared to
the other block sizes.

The 8 × 8 block size presents a significant variation in
the time distribution of the encoding tools when QP-depth
changes. For lower QP-depths, the Intra_Wedge wedgelet
search represents the highest percentage of time among the
encoding steps. This behavior changes entirely for high
QP-depths, where the RD-list evaluation in DC-only and TQ
have the highest percentage of time demanded. This behavior
occurs because the bipartition modes were proposed to handle
with the high detail levels of depth maps, intending to preserve
the borders, as previously discussed. Higher QP-depths values
reduce the encoded image details; therefore, the bipartition
modes tend to be fewer selected, increasing the percentage of
use of the remaining encoding tools. Therefore, applying the
heuristic proposed in [26] by default in 3D-HTM, the higher
QP-depth values tend to accelerate the Intra_Wedge execution.

The Intra_Wedge wedgelets search and the RD-list eval-
uation in DC-only present the first and second positions,
respectively, in the percentage of time spent to encode 16 × 16
and 32 × 32 block sizes for the evaluated QP-depths. The
Intra_Wedge execution spent a higher percentage of time for
higher block sizes because the solution proposed in [26],
which is used in 3D-HTM, removes the bipartition modes
evaluation for low variance blocks. Since larger blocks tend
to have higher variance, then fewer skips of bipartition modes
should occur.

When 64 × 64 blocks are processed, and bipartition modes
are not available, the RD-list evaluation in DC-only is the
most time-consuming operation, representing almost 50% of
the total encoding time for both QP-depths. The DC-only
execution time increases with the block size increase because
DC-only was planned to be used in blocks composed of single
homogeneous areas or blocks that can be partitioned into two
homogeneous areas. Thus, the heuristic proposed by [24] tends
to skip the DC-only evaluation for heterogeneous regions.

Intra_Contour and intra-picture skip predictions modes have
slight execution times for almost all block sizes. Besides,
for the 64 × 64 encoding blocks, the execution time of
Intra_Contour is insignificant, and this is the only block size
that intra-picture skip reaches more than 10% of the execution
time.

Meaningful conclusions can also be obtained about the
time distribution of encoding steps according to the QP-depth
values. For example, the percentage of time spent in the
Intra_Wedge calculation is inversely proportional to the
QP-depth values used for all block sizes. This occurs because
the heuristic proposed in [26] reduces bipartition modes eval-
uations when high QP-depth values are used. Consequently,
lower QP-depths imply lower skips on bipartition modes.

Fig. 13. Block size distribution for the different quantization scenarios.

The opposite behavior occurs for the RD-list evaluation
in DC-only, which is higher for all block sizes using high
QP-depths. It happens because if the encoding block is not
homogeneous, the DC-only evaluation is skipped [24] and
higher QP-depth values tend to generate more homogeneous
areas, which are encoded efficiently by DC-only. The RD-list
evaluation in TQ also presents a similar behavior as the
RD-list evaluation in DC-only, where higher QP-depth values
raise the percentage of time spent in the RD-list evaluation.

The intra-picture skip evaluation, RMD and MPM selection
and Intra_Contour pattern generation do not present a signifi-
cant encoding time variation with the QP-depth change.

B. Encoding Modes and Block Size Usage Distribution

Fig. 13 shows the percentage of block sizes used to encode
the depth maps according to the QP-depths. The experi-
ment regards average results for all videos inside CTC when
assessed under all intra-frame configuration.

The selection of block size depends on the QP-depth
value; high QP-depth values imply selecting bigger blocks
(e.g., 4 × 4 and 8 × 8 block sizes are used more than 65%
of times for QP-depth = 34), and the opposite is also true
(e.g., 32 × 32 and 64 × 64 block sizes are used more than
75% of times for QP-depth = 45). Besides, the percentage
of 16 × 16 blocks selection remains nearly constant, indepen-
dently of the QP-depth. This happens because low QP-depths
tend to preserve the depth maps details, generating heteroge-
neous regions, which are encoded better with smaller block
sizes. On the other hand, high QP-depths tend to attenuate
the details of the depth maps, creating homogeneous regions,
which are encoded better with bigger block sizes. Besides,
it is essential to understand the encoder selection among the
available encoding modes for having a better understanding
of the encoder decisions. This analysis is presented next,
considering five possibilities of encoding flows: (i) Bp-TQ – a
bipartition mode encodes the block using the TQ flow;
(ii) Intra-TQ – the HEVC intra-frame prediction encodes
the block using the TQ flow; (iii) Bp-DC – a biparti-
tion mode encodes the block applying the DC-only flow;
(iv) Intra-DC – the HEVC intra-frame prediction encodes the
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Fig. 14. Average mode distribution for each block size with
(a) QP-depth = 34 and (b) QP-depth = 45.

block applying the DC-only flow, and; (v) Intra-picture skip –
any intra-picture skip mode encodes the block.

Given the two corners of QP-depths in CTC, Fig. 14 shows
the mode distribution selection for each block size has a low
level of dependency with the QP-depth value.

Regarding 4 × 4 blocks, on average, Intra- and Bp-TQ
flows were chosen 68% and 32% of times, respectively. This
is the unique block size where the Intra- or Bp-TQ flows are
employed in a relevant number of times since intra-picture
skip and DC-only are not available.

All the five flows were evaluated concerning blocks ranging
from 8 × 8 to 32 × 32. In this range of blocks, independently
of the QP-depth, the intra-picture skip encoding flow was
selected more than 50% of times. The DC-only evaluation
through Bp-DC and Intra-DC are also significant in this
distribution since both encoded flows are selected 33%,
on average. Intra-TQ and Bp-TQ are the less representative
encoding flows. Intra-TQ is selected a maximum of 11%
(QP-depth = 34 and 32 × 32 block size) and a minimum
of less than 1% (QP-depth = 45 and 8 × 8 block size).
Bp-TQ was selected less than 1% for all scenarios. For these
intermediate block sizes, the higher the QP, the higher the
use of intra-picture skip and Bp-DC, and the smaller the use
of Intra-DC, Intra-TQ, and Bp-TQ. Besides, Bp-TQ usage
tends to zero for the highest value of QP-depth.

Only intra-picture skip, Intra-DC, and Intra-TQ modes are
evaluated with the 64 × 64 blocks. However, the experimental
results show Intra-TQ is almost not used. The intra-picture

skip mode is selected in more than 85% of times, followed by
Intra-DC. It happens mainly because larger encoding blocks
are chosen when a region with low details is encoded such
as the background or the body of objects with depth maps
composed of large homogeneous areas. In this case, Intra-
TQ is almost irrelevant since intra-picture skip and Intra-DC
can reduce the bitrate expressively without compromising the
visual quality.

Employing the same colors of Fig. 14, Fig. 15 exemplifies
the five encoding flows of the central view of the first
frame of two videos available in CTC (Balloons [11] and
Shark [65]). The box containing the color of the used mode
was plotted in front of the original depth image using 50%
of transparency. The frames encoded using the lowest and the
highest QP-depth values show that higher values of QP-depth
significantly reduces the image details, generating smooth
regions. On the other hand, this means the efficient encoding
of depth maps with high QP-depths requires bigger block
sizes. On the other hand, small block sizes are suitable to
encode the details of depth maps using low QP-depths.

Additionally, Fig. 15 shows Bp-TQ, Bp-DC, and Intra-TQ
are used mainly in the borders of the objects, while intra-
picture skip and Intra-DC are selected in regions with smooth
areas such as bodies and backgrounds. Intra-DC can also
achieve a high usage in blocks that can be partitioned into two
homogeneous regions. As the QP-depth increases, the quantity
of smooth area also increases, raising the usage of intra-picture
skip and Intra-DC.

It is crucial to identify the high use of intra-picture skip
encoding mode concentrated in the background and the bodies
of objects. Intra-picture skip is hardly used in the borders
of the objects since it does not encode residual information.
However, intra-picture skip obtains good results on the object
borders, when a horizontal or a vertical line segments the
block. In these cases, the intra-picture skip Modes 0 or 1
should be selected, as can be seen in Balloons video sequence.

Remarks the information about the decoding mode distribu-
tion of the encoded blocks in the stream allows understanding
and estimating the decoding times of this stream since all
blocks of the stream are decoded with the modes selected
during the coding stage. We emphasize the Intra_Contour tool,
of the intra-frame prediction decoder, requires extra computa-
tional effort since it needs to build all the patterns dynamically
to reconstruct the blocks. Besides, the computational effort to
decode blocks of different sizes grows with the number of
pixels of each block.

C. Timesaving Possibilities

Considering the analyses discussed in previous sections,
many conclusions can be taken intending to reduce the encod-
ing time of the depth map intra-prediction, while maintaining
the encoding efficiency. Nevertheless, it is important to
highlight all new depth map intra-coding tools were added to
the 3D-HEVC specification because they enhance the encoding
efficiency significantly. More precisely, bipartition modes can
better represent an edge region, enhancing the quality of the
synthesized views considerably, where the depth map borders
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Fig. 15. Examples of mode distribution of the central view of the first
frame of Balloons (a) QP-depth = 34, (b) QP-depth = 45 and Shark
(c) QP-depth = 34 and (d) QP-depth = 45 videos.

are critical. Intra-picture skip and DC-only reduce the required
bitrate meaningfully for frame regions that are not critical
for the view synthesis process. Therefore, these encoding
tools cannot be merely removed to save time; otherwise,
the encoding efficiency provided by 3D-HEVC concerning
previous standards is drastically reduced. Nevertheless, some
aspects described next can be explored to reduce the encoding

time without significant loss on the encoding efficiency.
Besides, it is relevant to mention the time-saving algorithms
in intra-frame prediction provide little efficiency with Random
Access (RA) configuration because the execution of various
depth-coding tools is skipped in P- or B- frames; so, the RA
configuration is not exploited in this work.

First, encoding small blocks such as 4 × 4 and 8 × 8 takes
more time compared to larger blocks, independent of the QP-
depth. Moreover, the selection of small blocks is reduced
with the QP-depth grows. The inverse holds true since larger
blocks are hardly used with low QP-depth values. However,
the encoding effort spent in their execution holds similar
among different evaluated QP-depths. Therefore, the QP-depth
value can be considered when designing a timesaving solution
by limiting the depth and the top level of the quadtrees.

Another valuable concern is the TQ flow is almost not
used for blocks larger than 4 × 4, and the higher the QP-
depth, the lower the use of TQ. However, when analyzing the
encoding effort spent in its evaluation, it keeps a significant
percentage of encoding time. Then, solutions that reduce RD-
list assessment in TQ flow for larger block sizes are relevant
and should consider the encoding QP-depth value to provide
higher evaluations skips.

The previously proposed ideas are interesting to be per-
formed when analyzing the mode distribution. However, it is
also possible to reduce the computation time by simplifying
the algorithms with longer encoding time. For 4 × 4 blocks,
a local timesaving technique should consider reducing the
number of modes inserted into the RD-list. The TQ flow
should evaluate all modes inside this list, and then reducing the
number of modes tends to save much time for 4 × 4 blocks.

When considering 8 × 8 to 32 × 32 blocks and
lower QP-depths, the timesaving techniques should target the
Intra_Wedge to reach more impressive results. When using
high QP-depths, the algorithm proposed in [26] uses a high
threshold resulting in more bipartition mode skips. Thus,
Intra_Wedge encoding time is reduced a lot in this scenario,
and additional timesaving solutions should not achieve remark-
able results for Intra_Wedge. In this case, the simplification
focus should be on other tools such as the TQ and DC-only
flows evaluation. For instance, the simplification focus with
64 × 64 blocks should be the DC-only technique since its
evaluation represents almost 50% of the encoding time.

The RMD and MPM processes are responsible for a consid-
erable amount of encoding time to select the candidates that
should be inserted into the RD-list for all available sizes of
blocks. These algorithms were developed for texture coding,
and the depth coding inherited them without modifications.
Then, simplifying the depth map characteristics saves the
overall encoding time and few works proposed solutions in
this direction. Moreover, if the RMD and MPM selections
reduce the number of modes inserted into the RD-list, then
the encoding time of the TQ and SDC flows also decreases
since they should evaluate a low amount of modes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work presents a survey of intra-frame prediction in
3D-HEVC depth maps. This type of prediction implies much
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more encoding time than the texture intra-frame prediction
since it encompasses new encoding tools such as bipartition
modes, DC-only, and intra-picture skip; besides it also uses the
HEVC intra-frame prediction and the Transform-Quantization
flow. This work describes the most relevant tools required by
intra-frame prediction and discusses their usage and encoding
time distribution in the quantization scenarios defined by
Common Test Conditions. This paper is the first one proposing
these analyses, aiming to support future works on depth map
coding for designing specific solutions. These solutions could
include complexity reduction, complexity control, real-time
embedded system implementation, and even the creation of
new tools for depth map coding for future video coding
applications.
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